ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME!
Customized Outer Space Adventure
(Ages 9-16)

Extra Features
Select extra features to customize your program the way you want!

★ Add Local Excursions
- Visit soccer Greek city of Thessaloniki, Atos Park and Vergina Village
- Shop at the traditional "Ahlemni" Market, one of the oldest in Europe
- Discover the "Theater" Tower built in 1901

★ Add a Robotic Component
- Learn how to design and engineer a robot from the ground up
- Prepare yourself to the weight of robotics as an expert engineer in programming
- Program your robot to complete various tasks during the robots challenge

★ Add a Minecraft Component
- Be the pioneer of sustainable life on Mars by creating 3D models of a Mars colony
- Print and build your "Minecraft" colony on a team.
- Build a space station and use it to survive the Minecraft challenges

★ Add a Maker Component
- Have a space camp with your group where you can explore the space
- Build your own satellite with a 3D printer
- Print your own satellite and launch it into space

Galactic Summer Camp
(Ages 9-16)

(Special robotic sessions are available)

- Learn about your new friends and where they are from during our Special Camps Cultural Night
- Experience seven different training simulations, including the Multi Rover Rescue and the One-Path Security Chat
- Enjoy an outdoor BBQ party on Friday night to celebrate your week at camp

Family Space Camp
(Ages 7-10) (with one parent/guardian, 1+)

- Observe celestial objects through our telescope and explore the night sky
- Construct and launch a one-stage model rocket together while learning the principles of technology
- Participate in a simulated space mission where you work together side-by-side with your child

For everlasting memories

Semester Space Explorers
(Ages 9-13)

- Participate in a one-hour simulated space mission
- "Flu" build, design, and present a Mars colony with your classmates
- Build and launch a hot-air balloon and a one-stage model rocket
- Study our solar system with the help of the Map and Planet's digital library

www.spacecampturkey.com
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